
After doing six writing reflections about specific topics I chose, I figured out many

overlooked characteristics about myself. I did not feel I missed my former dog until I

reflected on it. I never felt the appreciation and loss of my dog until I talked about it in

my reflection. Also, I always tried to ignore the mistakes I committed until I reflected on

what I would say to my younger self; how I used to trust everyone, how I relied on

people, and how I denied everything my parents used to advise me on. Nevertheless, I do

not regret the mistakes I committed and will continue to learn from them. I felt proud

while reflecting on my success by working out and transforming my body and my

mentality. I am sure my personality would have been a lot more unstable and would've

probably ended most of my time through therapy and taking medication. The gym is the

only thing that is making me feel valued. The fact that gym is the only thing that lasted in

my life the past four years. Koksal baba's story shows hope for anyone suffering out

there. From feeling lost and hopeless to enjoying a net worth of a million dollars.

However, I know that some people would not want to be part of a meme, but everyone is

fond of his humor and enjoys his social media presence. After looking into Koksal baba’s

story, I realized everyone has equal privileges. and disadvantages. Some people have

long-lasting perfect health but not money, whereas others have cash but not excellent

health.

The act of writing down my thoughts lets me see my reviews more clearly and motivates

me to act; this isn't simply true for negative thoughts or issues. Putting down my plans

and goals is the first step toward making them a reality, such as joining bodybuilding

competitions. I will start reflecting more about my ideas and feelings; this will help me

keep track of my personal growth throughout time. Reflection can help me examine how

I dealt with past problems, such as being skinny and managing to gain the weight I

needed.




